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WHAT YOU SHOULD
KNOW BEFORE
PURCHASING A PIPE
BENDER

4.0 Technology
The advantages of having this technology in a
machine are endless, so we’re only going to mention
the most relevant. Whenever a customer agrees, the
manufacturer may remotely connect to their machine
to do any software updates completely free of cost
and detect any anomalies in the machine without
needing to travel to the machine site. Customers
are notified when preventive maintenance must
be done on the machine along with many other
advantageous features.

Robustness and speed
The weight of the machine in comparison to other
brands provides an idea of how it’s built. Some of
our units are almost double in weight than our
competitors. These are not DIY machines; they’re
pipe benders that can work 24 hours a day. Made
of robust materials, which are tempered in areas
subject to wear, and activated with a helical-cut
pinion planetary gear system. The rotation speed is
also something to be taken into account. It can reach
4.5 rpm for more aggressive production; in many
cases, more than twice as much when compared to
similar machines in today’s market.

Curve thicknesses and finishes
Most tube and pipe benders can only bend very
thick-walled pipes with a 10% minimum thickness
of the diameter of the pipe normally calculated. For
example, a good curve on a 40 mm pipe is usually
guaranteed with a 3.5 or 4 mm wall thickness.
The original counter-shape designed by Nargesa
guarantee a good finish even with a thin-walled pipe.
The minimum thickness for a 40 mm pipe can be 1.5
or 2 mm. This significantly lowers the cost of the raw
material.

Offset head and two-directional bending
The offset head design allows for complex curves
as the pipe goes underneath the head. Bending
pipe below the head is not possible with some pipe
bender models. The all-new CC60 and CC90 benders
can curve to the right and left without needing
to rotate the die, meaning any piece can be bent
regardless its complexity.

Enhanced energy efficiency
The CC60 elbow bender can be connected to 110 V
or 220 V single phase voltage so it can be taken to a
worksite, if necessary, and be connected to a simple
outlet. The consumption per machine working stroke
has been significantly reduced to save energy. Only
1.1 Kw with a working stroke of up to 60.3 mm.

Automatic unlocking
The bending carriage moves automatically to the
right or to the left depending on the direction of
the curve to more easily release the piece without
needing to re-adjust the grip. This original system
can complete pieces in much less time.

Reinforcement tool post support included
The CC60 CNC pipe bender comes standard with a
reinforcement arm. It’s used to prevent machine
chassis deformations. The Control indicates when
this device is required or not required.

Bend 8 Lubricant included
With the purchase of the CC60 CNC pipe bender,
you’ll receive a 400 ml bottle of special bending
lubricant: for a better finish on the outside of the
curve, to prevent roughness and inner corrugation
and reduce wear on the counter-shape die. Ideal for
thin tubes and pipes. Lubricates to reduce friction.
Prevents and dissolves corrosion. Polishes and
protects. Cleans and removes dirt.

